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IEEE and Andreas Springer, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Receive spatial modulation (RSM) is a recently
introduced multi-antenna transmission scheme that is capable of
achieving high spectral efficiency at low hardware and processing
complexity. We study RSM for application in indoor line-of-sight
(LOS) millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication. Significantly
different from low-GHz indoor channels, which are typically
modeled by a Rician distribution, indoor mmWave channels are
sparsely-scattered and dominated by LOS propagation. Hence,
we consider the specific characteristics of the LOS mmWave
channel and identify the channel conditions that minimize the
symbol error probability (SEP) of RSM. We prove that the SEP
of RSM in a LOS channel is minimized by imposing orthogonality
conditions to the channel matrix. In addition, we propose a simple
hardware architecture for the transmitter (TX) which uses only
RF phase shifters for precoding. Simulation results show that
RSM can successfully operate in indoor mmWave channels.

Index Terms—Beamforming, line-of-sight (LOS) communica-
tion, receive spatial modulation (RSM).

I. INTRODUCTION

Receive spatial modulation (RSM) is a multi-antenna trans-

mission scheme that belongs to the spatial modulation (SM)

family [1]. RSM exploits the multiplicity of antennas avail-

able at the receiver (RX) as a spatial constellation diagram

for improving the spectral efficiency at low complexity. In

RSM, two data streams are transmitted in parallel: one in

the in-phase/quadrature (IQ) domain by using conventional

signal constellations, and the other in the spatial domain where

the information is transmitted via the activated RX antenna

indices, with the aid of transmitter (TX) precoding.

To date, research activities on SM/RSM have been mainly

focused on their application at low-GHz frequencies [1]. RSM,

in particular, was first introduced in [2] and then extended in

[3], [4] into generalized RSM which supports more than one

IQ data streams and shows similar or better error performance

than spatial multiplexing (SMX).
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Against this background, this letter is focused on the appli-

cation of RSM in indoor millimeter-wave (mmWave) commu-

nications. This is a major novelty of our work since, so far,

SM/RSM has been studied only at low-GHz (below 6GHz)

frequencies [2], [3]. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, the

only paper that investigates the application of SM at mmWave

frequencies is [5]. Therein, however, RSM was not considered.

At mmWave frequencies, e.g., 60GHz, in particular,

non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links are subject to high reflection

losses in indoor environments, e.g., each reflection at the walls

or the ceiling typically introduces 10 dB loss [6]. This implies

that the signal propagation is dominated by line-of-sight (LOS)

links. At low-GHz frequencies, on the other hand, indoor

environments are characterized by rich scattering [7].

Motivated by the mentioned considerations, we study the

optimization of RSM that takes the peculiarities of LOS

channels at mmWave frequencies into account. The major

contributions of this letter are as follows:

• The operating principle of RSM and SM [1]–[4] is based

on encoding the information to be transmitted on the

randomness of the channels. Common belief is that RSM

may be unsuitable for application to mmWave frequencies

due to the absence of rich scattering. We disprove this

belief and show that the deterministic nature of LOS

links at mmWave frequencies provides the opportunity

to optimize the RSM system design. Relying on zero-

forcing (ZF) precoding, we identify the optimal design

condition that minimizes the symbol error probability

(SEP) and allows RSM to outperform SMX systems.

• Due to signal processing complexity and power consump-

tion issues, the realization of mmWave systems based

on full digital implementations is considered impractical.

Mixed analog/digital or full analog solutions are consid-

ered more practical and cost-effective. We show that the

proposed optimal RSM encoding scheme can be realized

by relying only on analog phase shifters. The proposed

TX hardware architecture provides a low complexity yet

optimal solution for RSM at mmWave frequencies. Also,

we present a low complexity hardware architecture of the

RX that achieves near-optimal error performance.

II. SYSTEM AND SIGNAL MODEL

1) System model: The RSM system is depicted in Fig. 1.

Here we only introduce the system model. The RX signal

vector at the output of the RX antennas can be written as

y = HPxi
m/
√
Na + n, (1)
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where H ∈ C
Nr×Nt and P ∈ C

Nt×Nr are the channel and

precoding matrices. The noise vector n ∈ C
Nr×1 is distributed

according to a circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian distri-

bution CN (0, N0I), where N0 is the noise variance.

2) Channel model: In the considered system, the inter-

antenna separations of the TX and RX antennas are dt and

dr, respectively. The TX-RX distance is denoted by D and it

is measured from the midpoint of the TX uniform linear array

(ULA) to the midpoint of the RX ULA. We first neglect the

NLOS components and optimize the RSM design based only

the LOS components. The impact of NLOS components will

be studied in Section V-3. The channel coefficient of the pure

LOS channel between the j-th TX and the i-th RX antenna,

normalized by the path loss due to D, is given by [5]

hij = dij/D · exp(−jkdij), k = 2π/λ (2)

where dij is the path length, and λ is the wavelength.

3) Modulation and detection: The TX symbol vector at the

input of the TX precoder is xi

m
= eism, where i ∈ {1, . . . , N}

identifies the spatial symbol ei and m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} specifies

the modulation symbol sm. The spatial symbol ei is a column

vector that contains Na 1’s and Nr−Na 0’s. The positions of

the 1’s in ei specify the indices of the RX antennas activated in

the i-th RX antenna combination, which form the set Ωi. Each

RX antenna combination consists of Na (Na < Nr) active RX

antennas. As a result, log2(
(
Nr

Na

)
M) bits per channel use can

be transmitted, where the rate can be a fractional number and

this can be achieved by fractional bits modulation [8].

The maximum likelihood (ML) (joint) detector of RSM [2],

[3] is given as

(“m, î) = argmin
m∈{1,...,M}
i∈{1,...,N}

∥∥∥y −HPxi
m/
√
Na

∥∥∥
2

. (3)

4) Precoding: For ease of implementation, we consider ZF-

based precoding [2], [3], i.e.,

P = βHH(HHH)−1, (4)

where

β =
»

Nr/Tr((HHH)−1) (5)

is a scaling coefficient that ensures that P does not change the

average power of the TX signal (i.e., Tr(PPH) = Nr) and we

assume Nt≥Nr. From (1) and (4), the signals received by the

activated RX antennas are

yk = βsm/
√

Na + nk, k ∈ Ωi. (6)

The other RX antennas contain only noise yk = nk (k /∈ Ωi).

III. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SEP

In this section, we identify the operating conditions that

minimize the SEP of ZF-RSM in LOS channels. Moreover,

we provide simplified expressions of the SEP if the optimal

design is fulfilled.

Based on the union bound [9] for ML (joint) detection, the

SEP of ZF-RSM Ps is given as

Ps ≤
1

NM

M∑

m=1

M∑

n=1
n 6=m

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
j 6=i

Q
(»

Φ/2N0Na

)
, (7)
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Fig. 1. Proposed hardware architecture for ZF-RSM.

where the Euclidean distance is Φ = β2
∥∥xj

n − xi
m

∥∥2 and

N =
(
Nr

Na

)
. By inspection, we evince that Ps is minimized if Φ

is maximized [9]. Since we do not consider any optimization

of the signal modulation, the minimization of the SEP reduces

to the design of the TX and RX such that the deterministic

LOS channel matrix, H, is

“H = argmax
H

β2
∥∥∥xj

n − xi
m

∥∥∥
2

. (8)

From (8), the operating conditions that minimize the SEP

of ZF-RSM in LOS channels are formulated in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Consider ZF-based RSM in LOS channels. The

optimal strategy that minimizes the SEP is to make the rows

of H orthogonal, i.e.,
〈
hi,hj

〉
= 0, i 6= j. (9)

Proof: We note that H affects only β in (8), thus

optimizing H results in maximizing β. Moreover, increasing

β increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the RX and

consequently reduces the SEP. Therefore, minimizing the

SEP results in maximizing β or, equivalently, minimizing

Tr((HHH)−1) in (5). Thus, (8) can be re-written as

“H = argmin
H

Tr((HHH)−1). (10)

By applying singular value decomposition (SVD) to H we

obtain H = UΛVH. Also, (10) can be written as

Tr

ÅÄ
HHH

ä−1
ã
= Tr

ÅÄ
UΛΛHUH

ä−1
ã
=

Nr∑

i=1

λ−2
i . (11)

The optimization problem is completely determined by the

singular values λi (i = 1, ..., Nr) of H. Accordingly, we have

Tr(HHH) =

Nr∑

i=1

Nt∑

j=1

∣∣hij

∣∣2 =

Nr∑

i=1

λ2
i = NtNr. (12)

Note that in (12), we have used the fact that dji/D ≈ 1,

which is usually justified in indoor communications because

of dr, dr ≪ D. Equation (10) can be equivalently expressed

as a function of {λi} as

(λ̂1, ..., λ̂Nr
) = argmin

Nr∑

i=1

λ−2
i , s.t.

Nr∑

i=1

λ2
i = NtNr. (13)

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers and the bordered

Hessian matrix1, it follows that (13) is minimized if all the

1We consider {λ2

i
} as the optimization variables, and the solution of the

Lagrangian function is (∀i)λ2

i
= Nt. To prove that this solution provides the

minimum of (13), we need to show that the principle minors of the bordered
Hessian matrix are negative which can be done by mathematical induction.
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Fig. 2. Scaling coefficient β versus inter-antenna separations dt, dr (dt =
dr). The system setup is: Nt = 8, D = 4m and λ = 5mm. The dashed
line denotes the maximum of β, which is βmax =

√
Nt ≈ 2.83.

singular values are λi =
√
Nt. If all the singular values are

equal and denoted by λ, we get

HHH = UΛΛHUH = λ2I. (14)

Since all non-diagonal elements in (14) are 0, the rows of

H are orthogonal. Thus, the operational design condition that

minimizes the SEP is given by (9). From (9) the maximum

value of β is βmax =
√
Nt.

If parallel ULAs in LOS channels are considered, the

optimal condition in (9) reduces to [10]

dtdr ≈ Dλ/Nt, (15)

which presents the minimum value of dtdr that satisfies (9).

In Fig. 2, we show the change of β, computed according to

(5), versus the inter-antenna separations dt = dr. From (15),

the lowest dt = dr for which β achieves its maximum is 5 cm,

which is shown in Fig. 2. This confirms the optimality of (9)

which maximizes β and minimizes the SEP.

Finally, we provide a simplified expression of the SEP

Ps of RSM when (9) is satisfied. Based on (7), Ps can be

decomposed into the SEP of the IQ domain Piq, the SEP of

the spatial domain Psp and the joint (of both domains) SEP

Pj, as Ps ≤ Piq + Psp + Pj. Due to ZF-based precoding, the

proposed scheme consists of Na orthogonal subchannels and

each subchannel has an array gain Nt/Na. So, after combining

the signals from the activated RX antennas, the total array gain

is Nt. If the symbol energy is Es and rectangular M -QAM is

used, the SEP of the IQ domain Piq is

Piq = 1−R(Mi)R(Mq), (16)

where R(M) = 1 − 2
(
1− 1/M

)
Q
Ä
d/

√
2N0

ä
, Mi and

Mq are the signal levels in I and Q, respectively, and d =»
12NtEs/(M2

i +M2
q − 2). The joint SEP Pj is obtained

from (7) by substituting in β =
√
Nt. Thus, we have

Pj =
1

NM

∑

m,n,i,j
(m6=n,i 6=j)

Q
∥∥ejsn − eism

∥∥ Nt

2N0Na

)
, (17)

where m,n = 1, . . . ,M and i, j = 1, . . . , N . The expression

for the SEP of the spatial domain Psp can be obtained from

(17) by substituting in m = n.

IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we introduce a low complexity hardware

implementation for the proposed transmission system which is

depicted in Fig. 1. The proposed TX architecture is motivated

by (9). The optimization criterion in (9) can be equivalently

written as HHH = NtI. Thus, we have

P = βHH(HHH)−1 = HH/
√

Nt

≈
[
exp(−jθij)

]T
/
√

Nt, (18)

where θij , 6 hij . In (18) we used the fact that dji/D ≈ 1 (cf.

Section III). All the elements of P have approximately unit

magnitude and the proposed precoding method can be realized

by using only phase shifters. The activation of a single RX

antenna requires the activation of the proper column of P.

This is implemented by placing a phase shifter before each

TX antenna whose phase shift values are determined by the

elements of the corresponding column of P. The activation

of Na RX antennas is realized by placing a group of Na

parallel phase shifters before each TX antenna (i.e., NtNa

phase shifters in total). The factor 1/
√
Nt in (18) implies that

the signal power is equally distributed among all TX antennas

and the factor 1/
√
Na in (1) implies that the signal power is

equally distributed among Na parallel phase shifters.

In the proposed low-complexity RX architecture in Fig. 1,

we detect the RX antenna combination and the IQ symbol

separately in two steps [3], instead of doing it jointly, as the

ML detector in (3) does. While the transmitted signal is located

at the activate RX antennas, the signal power at these antennas

is, in general, larger than the signal power at the inactive RX

antennas2. Therefore, the active Na RX antennas are detected

based on maximum power detection as

(̂i1, ..., îNa
) = argmax

i1,...,iNa∈{1,...,Nr}

iNa∑

i=i1

|yi|2. (19)

The use of single-pole single-throw (SPST) switches at the RX

ensures that only the signals from the RX antennas î1, , ..., îNa

are combined. After the RX signal combining we have yr =∑
i yi =

√
Naβsm+

∑
i ni, where i = {̂i1, , ..., îNa

} and {yi}
are given in (6). Thus, the IQ symbol is detected as

“m = argmin
m∈{1,...,M}

∣∣∣yr −
√

Naβsm

∣∣∣
2

. (20)

The separate detector in (19) and (20) has significantly lower

computational complexity than the ML detector in (3), yet

achieves near-optimal error performance (cf. Section V-3).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the SEP of the proposed ZF-RSM

scheme in a pure LOS channel. Beamforming (BF)-MIMO [5]

and SMX-MIMO3 are used as benchmarks for performance

comparison. Then we show the impact of NLOS components

on the symbol error rate (SER) of RSM in the multipath indoor

mmWave channel. Finally, we study the SER performance

of RSM with the separate detector. In all cases we use the

proposed TX architecture which requires only the knowledge

of the LOS signal components for the TX precoding.

2Noise also influences the signal power at each RX antennas and thus can
sometimes cause a deviation from the mentioned rule.

3For SMX based on ZF precoding and Nr orthogonal subchannels, the
SEP is, for rectangular M-QAM, Ps = 1− [R(Mi)R(Mq)]Nr , where d =√

12Nt(Es/Nr)/(M2

i
+M2

q − 2).
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Fig. 3. SEP of RSM (8× 8) in pure LOS channel.
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Fig. 4. SER of RSM (8×8): multipath channel vs. pure LOS (PLOS) channel.

1) Error Performance of RSM with ML (joint) detection in

(ISI) (tens of symbol durations). To handle this issue, we

use a single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE)

reception algorithm, which was introduced in [11] to handle

the ISI issue of RSM/SM systems. The simulation results

are depicted in Fig. 4. Despite the additional computational

complexity of FDE, worse error performance is obtained over

the multipath channel as compared to the pure LOS channel.

As it is necessary that the TX and RX have simple hardware

architectures and low computational complexities in mmWave

communications, we propose the use of the TX and RX from

Fig. 1 together with directional antennas in order to suppress

the NLOS components.

3) Performance of RSM with separate detection: The SER

of the proposed RX is plotted in Fig. 3 (green curve). In

comparison to the SER of RSM with the ML (joint) detector,

the separate detector provides 1–2 dB worse SER. Similar

performance trends can be shown for RSM-1 and RSM-4

(omitted due to space limitations). As a result, the SER

performance penalty of the separate detector is tolerable.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have studied RSM for application to

LOS mmWave communications. We derived the optimal op-

erating conditions that minimize the SEP of RSM in LOS

channels. Also, based on the identified optimization criterion,

we proposed a simple TX and RX hardware architecture.

The proposed TX uses only phase shifters for realizing TX

precoding and the proposed RX offers near-optimal SER.

Simulation results show that RSM is a good candidate for

application to mmWave indoor communications.
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pure LOS channels: We consider an 8 × 8 system for beam-
forming MIMO (BF-MIMO) and RSM. RSM with Na active

RX antennas is denoted as RSM-Na, where Na ≤ Nr/2. The

data rate of RSM-Na is maximized when Na = Nr/2. For

fairness, we consider two configurations of SMX, i.e., 8×2 and 
8 × 8, which are denoted by SMX-2 and SMX-8, respectively.

The first configuration transmits 2 data streams, which is the 
same as for RSM, but requires fewer RX antennas than RSM. 
The second configuration, on the other hand, transmits 8 data 
streams, which is different from RSM, but employs the same

number of RX antennas as RSM.

In Fig. 3, we show the SEPs of RSM, BF-MIMO and SMX 
in pure LOS channels at a data rate of 8 bpcu (small deviations 
occur due to non-integer data rates of RSM). In simulations,

the inter-antenna separations are dt = dr = 5 cm for RSM

and SMX, and dt = dr ≈ λ/2 = 2.5 mm for BF-MIMO.

All schemes have the same TX-RX ULA distance D = 4 m.

The simulated SER of RSM is depicted using dashed magenta

curves. If Na > 1, RSM achieves better SEP than BF-MIMO 
and SMX-2. Only SMX-8 shows a small SEP advantage in 
comparison to RSM-4. However, the TX of SMX-8 has a

higher hardware complexity than the TX of RSM. The TX

of SMX requires Nt modulators and up-converters, and the 
TX precoder of SMX needs NtNr phase shifters.

2) Impact of NLOS components on the error performance

of RSM with ML (joint) detection: We use the same multipath 
room channel model as [10, Fig. 4], which is based on ray-

tracing and contains up to second order reflections. All NLOS 
components are modeled as in [6]. The differences in configu-

ration are as follows. We considered a 8×8 system. Both ULAs

are parallel to the x-axis and with an inter-array separation of

5.6 cm. The midpoints of the ULAs are placed at (2.5, 0.1, 2.5) 
and (2.5, 4.9, 1), respectively, thus we have D = 5.02 m. As 
we consider 1 GHz wide-band single-carrier transmission, the 
NLOS paths introduce considerable intersymbol interference
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